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Thank you Ms Chair!  Distinguished forum members, representatives of IPOs, member states and UN 

agencies. I want to remind, that the report presented today is a result of compromises and because 

of disagreements between the authors, all issues could not be covered in it. Despite the overall 

positive tone of the report, there are some serious issues that I would like to mention separately.  

Russian Federation provides special indigenous status and benefits only to peoples with the number 

of less than 50 000 persons but all IP of Russia need similar protection. Several Finno-Ugric peoples 

are only a minority in their respective republics due to assimilation and immigration, but still they 

are underrepresented in the governmental organs of the Republics that are bearing their names.  

The numbers of these peoples are still more than 50 000 but have decreased rapidly in the last 

decades. Taking into account the limited time given, I will only mention 2 examples which show the 

desperation of such IP of Russian Federation like Udmurt and Mari because of long-time neglect and 

disregard of their interests, rights and languages, leading to assimilation and russification. 

First: On 10th of September 2019, Albert Razin an Udmurt language rights activist and university 

professor, one of the founders of Udmurt national organization Udmurt Kenesh, set himself on fire 

committing self-immolation in the centre of Izhevsk, capital of Udmurtia, as an act of protest against 

the language policy of the Russian federal government and russification of the Udmurt people. He 

died in a hospital a few hours later. 

Second: On March 23rd this year, after our report was submitted, an open letter to the head of the 

Mari El Republic from the leaders of Mari Ushem, a national organization of the indigenous Mari 

people was published, expressing their deep discontentment with the long-time situation where 

local indigenous specialists are disregarded and the head of the government and other high level 

professional civil servants of the republic are brought in from other regions, instead of selecting and 

hiring local specialists of Mari nationality. This leads to emigration of young indigenous professionals 

to other regions and further assimilation. 

Cases like these show that there are deep problems under the surface and representative organs of 

several IP in Russia are under the control of federal and regional governments and people do not 

feel that their voices are heard nor taken into account. They can not exercise their right to 

participate in decision-making on issues affecting them, free from discrimination and interference in 

their activities, which is one of our recommendations. Thank you! 

 


